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�Carbon offset projects
�A stand alone project 
that reduces greenhouse 
gas emissions in a non-
covered sector that are 
used to “offset” 
emissions in a covered 
sector (or voluntarily 
from another 
organization)
�Urban Forestry as a 
Solution



� Going Green Conference  2008
� Trees were planted in the River Tower park to offset the 

carbon dioxide equivalents.
� Issues with maintenance and therefore permanence
� What did we learn and what changes were made for this 

years planting?
� 60 trees planted: ??? Known to have survived



� The Community Tree Program
� established in 1997
� a free service of the Tampa Parks and Recreation 

Department 
� provides individuals and neighborhood associations 

with trees for planting on street right-of-ways
� The goal of the program is to plant 1,000 trees annually
� offer a way to enhance the neighborhood
� help sustain Tampa’s community forest and shade canopy. 



1. We determined from a Tree Canopy study that two 
neighborhoods Grant Park and Carver City / Lincoln 
Gardens had low tree canopy and could benefit from 
this program

2. Additionally, we determined that because of their 
neighborhood associations, overall citizen 
engagement would be much higher than to try and 
reach individual residents.  



1. Working closely with the block captains from Carver City 
and the Iota Phi Theta fraternity volunteers, we will 
determine the interested pool of residents.

2. Volunteers approached residents with a script, a form, 
and large color pictures informing them of the choices 
and responsibilities in the tree choosing process and then 
had them complete a tree choice form. 

3. Volunteers then reported to Emily Zupo with the tree 
choice forms and then were compiled into a geospatial 
database to for the tree planting contractor.

4. Interested residents were then called 1 to 2 weeks in 
advance to confirm their choices. 

5. Trees will be planted by the City of Tampa contractor. 



• Must be a Tampa resident.
• must be able to water these trees 

until they are established! That 
means 5 gallons a day for the first 
30 days and 5 gallons—3 times a 
week for the next 90 days!

•Trees are planted on City rights of way. 
The city right of way is usually between the 
curb and the sidewalk. If there is no 
sidewalk, the tree will be planted by the 
street.

•Residents must be able and willing to 
water and maintain the new trees on an 
ongoing basis.

•Earthen wells will be constructed around 
the tree to help retain water.

•Limit of 2 trees per residence. Demise of 
any tree does not guarantee a replacement.

•Each site will be inspected to carefully 
match the new tree to existing landscape 
conditions (right tree—right site).



These Ornamental trees are for use anywhere in your neighborhood. 

Winged Elm Little Gem Magnolia Dahoon Holly



Live Oak (on Hubert Ave. only) Florida Flame (Red) Maple



� Assumptions to quantify carbon 
offsets for event were made
� Actual data will be gathered during the 

conference for more detailed results
� Assumptions for the number of trees 

required to offset event
� Actual number of trees will be validated 

after data collection at conference
� Method to validate the assumptions 
� Survey for Expo
� Registrations from conference (follow-

up surveys)

Total CO2e

Transport to Expo 42.3

Transport to Conference 14.1

Air Travel to Conference 11.1

Electricity 18

Total CO2e 85.6



� There was 85.6 metric tons of Carbon dioxide 
equivalents estimated to be emitted for this event. 
� By planting 120 trees we plan to offset the carbon 

dioxide equivalents thereby making this a carbon 
neutral event. 



� Young trees sequester more than old trees
� Typically faster growth in early stages



� Environmental  Value
� Reduced Greenhouse Gas Emissions
� Improved Air and Water Quality
� Improved Wildlife Habitat

� Social Value
� Better Quality of Life
� Neighborhood Engagement
� Increased Jobs

� Economical  Value
� Potential Revenue Stream
� Increased Jobs



� This project has not be fully completed
� This carbon offset project will be completed after the 

end of the conference.
� An official tree planting ceremony will be held in 

Grant Park on October 17th. 
� Data will be in place for opportunities at permanence 

research. 



� Questions? Comments?
� Contact: Emily Zupo, Eco2Asset Solutions


